Introduction {#s1}
============

Autism spectrum conditions (ASC) affect more males than females, with a ratio of 4.3 to 1 reported in earlier studies [@pone.0047198-Fombonne1]. This male bias has led to females with ASC being under-studied. This neglect may have implications not only for our understanding of ASC but also for clinical practice and how we diagnose ASC. For example, it could be that the male bias in ASC is partly due to the current diagnostic criteria being more aligned to presentations that are more apparent in males. In other words, we may be under-diagnosing females due to their 'non-male-typical' profile, or their ability to better camouflage/compensate for their difficulties [@pone.0047198-Attwood1]--[@pone.0047198-Dworzynski1].

Recent epidemiological surveys have reported a lower male bias (2.0--2.6∶1) in the prevalence of ASC in the general population [@pone.0047198-Mattila1]--[@pone.0047198-Idring1], even among those who are high-functioning (1.7∶1) [@pone.0047198-Mattila1]. A recent prospective report of infant-siblings at high-risk for developing autism showed only a small (1.65∶1) male bias in those later diagnosed at 3 years of age, and that a large proportion of individuals accounting for this reduction in male bias were females at higher-functioning levels [@pone.0047198-Zwaigenbaum1]. These lines of evidence suggest increasing awareness of females on the autistic spectrum, especially of those without intellectual disability. There is thus an immediate need for better understanding of females with ASC [@pone.0047198-Wing1], [@pone.0047198-Lai1], particularly with respect to their similarities and differences compared to males with ASC.

Previous studies of sex differences in core behavioral features of autism are inconsistent, in samples that range widely in age and IQ. A few studies find no sex differences in core features [@pone.0047198-Holtmann1]--[@pone.0047198-Tsai1], but others do show sex differences [@pone.0047198-Lai1], [@pone.0047198-Carter1]--[@pone.0047198-Mandy1]. At the biological level however, females with ASC show different profiles in serum biomarkers [@pone.0047198-Schwarz1], genetics [@pone.0047198-Gilman1]--[@pone.0047198-Puleo1] neuroanatomy [@pone.0047198-Beacher1], and early brain overgrowth [@pone.0047198-Bloss1]--[@pone.0047198-Nordahl1]. However, we still know little about cognition, with the exception of a small number of studies showing possible differences in executive function and visuospatial processing. For example, Nydén and colleagues reported that, in a clinic sample, girls (mean age 9.8 years, 5 with ASC, 12 with ADHD) performed worse than boys (mean age 10.1 years, 5 with ASC, 12 with ADHD) on the Tower of London test (measuring planning ability) [@pone.0047198-Nyden1]. Koyama and colleagues found that on a standardized IQ test, girls (mean age 8.2 years) with high-functioning ASC performed better than boys (mean age 9 years) with high-functioning ASC on processing speed, coding and symbol search, but that boys were better on block design [@pone.0047198-Koyama1]. Bölte and colleagues found that adolescent females with high-functioning ASC outperformed males with high-functioning ASC on the Trail Making Test (measuring set-shifting), but the opposite was observed in their unaffected siblings [@pone.0047198-Bolte1]. Lemon et al. reported that girls (aged 6 to 16 years) with high-functioning ASC performed worse than typical girls on a stop signal task (measuring response inhibition), but boys with high-functioning ASC performed comparably to typically developing boys and girls, who did equally well [@pone.0047198-Lemon1]. The present study extends our earlier report of the *behavior* of high-functioning adult males and females with ASC [@pone.0047198-Lai1] to the level of *cognition*.

Cognitive features of ASC range from differences in basic sensory perceptual processing to high-level complex social cognition [@pone.0047198-Boucher1]. One way to illuminate the full picture is to apply a wide array of cognitive tasks [@pone.0047198-Charman1], [@pone.0047198-Losh1]. As one of the first studies to formally compare adult males and females with and without ASC we opt for a more parsimonious approach, selecting the most widely used tasks in four key domains of cognition closely tied to ASC characteristics: (i) mentalizing and emotion perception, (ii) executive function, (iii) perceptual attention to detail, and (iv) motor function. Based on the emerging evidence of potential sex differences within autism, we test if the effect of autism is dependent on sex within each of these cognitive domains. If confirmed, this would be expressed as a significant sex-by-diagnosis interaction in a two-way factorial design (factor 1: sex, factor 2: diagnosis).

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Ethics Statement {#s2a}
----------------

Informed written consent was obtained for all participants in accordance with procedures approved by the Suffolk Research Ethics Committee.

Participants {#s2b}
------------

Thirty-three neurotypical male, 35 neurotypical female, 45 ASC male and 38 ASC female right-handed Caucasian English-speaking adults were recruited through the UK Medical Research Council Autism Imaging Multicentre Study (MRC AIMS) consortium (full details are described elsewhere [@pone.0047198-Lai1]). The inclusion criteria included being aged between 18 to 49 years, without intellectual disability (IQ ≥70), and participants in the ASC group had a formal clinical diagnoses of autistic disorder or Asperger's disorder, based on DSM-IV [@pone.0047198-AmericanPsychiatric1] or ICD-10 [@pone.0047198-World1] criteria, from a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist in the UK National Health Service.

Exclusion criteria (for all groups) included a history of or a current psychotic disorder, substance-use disorder, severe head injury, syndromic genetic disorder associated with autism (e.g. fragile X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis), intellectual disability (i.e., IQ \<70), hyperkinetic disorder, Tourette's disorder, any other medical condition significantly affecting brain function (e.g. epilepsy), and/or current use of antipsychotic medication. The neurotypical groups did not have an ASC diagnosis themselves nor was it present in their family history.

The ASC participants were further selected based on their ADI-R scores [@pone.0047198-Lord1]. To be included, they had to reach the diagnostic algorithm cut-offs for 'autism' but were permitted to score one point below threshold in one of the three core symptom domains, to allow for possible underestimation of early developmentally atypical behaviours in the recall of caregivers whose children were now adults; these all followed our earlier studies and rationale for inclusion [@pone.0047198-Lai1], [@pone.0047198-Ecker1]--[@pone.0047198-Lombardo2]. Thirty-three male and 29 female adults scored above the threshold. Another three women, although not having ADI-R data available (because their childhood caregivers were not available to be interviewed), were also included for the following reasons: One scored above the cut-off for 'autism spectrum' on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) [@pone.0047198-Lord2], one previously received a diagnosis using the Adult Asperger Assessment (AAA) [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen2] which had incorporated care-giver reports on childhood behaviors, and one had been diagnosed by an expert clinician with assessments that included a comprehensive childhood developmental history. After matching for age, IQ and sample size across groups, the final cohort for analysis consisted of 32 participants per group.

Measures {#s2c}
--------

### Mentalizing and emotion perception {#s2c1}

Impaired social-emotional-communication is the cardinal feature of ASC [@pone.0047198-Boucher1], [@pone.0047198-Boucher2], [@pone.0047198-Tantam1]. This can be viewed as stemming from two different aspects of atypical functioning: secondary and primary intersubjectivity [@pone.0047198-Trevarthen1]. For cognition related to secondary intersubjectivity, theory of mind (ToM) or mentalizing deficits have been found across the life span, from the classical first-order ToM deficit in children [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen3], to complex ToM deficits revealed in moral judgments [@pone.0047198-Moran1] and spontaneous ToM [@pone.0047198-Senju1] in adults with ASC. Here we used the 'Reading the Mind in the Eyes' test (Eyes Test) [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen4] to investigate mentalizing ability. The Eyes Test, comprising 36 items, requires the individual to infer mental status solely from the information of a person's eyes and the immediate surrounding areas of the face in gray-scale photographs. Both the correct score and reaction time (RT) were taken as outcome measures. However, due to its high cognitive demands, total correct score was considered more informative. RT was positively skewed; and for parametric methods to be applicable it was log-transformed to approximate a normal distribution.

Cognition related to primary intersubjectivity involves processes supporting dyadic interaction such as face processing, emotion perception and social motivation. In particular, facial emotion recognition is frequently reported to be atypical in ASC. For example, adolescents and adults with ASC demonstrate atypical processing of basic negative facial emotions [@pone.0047198-Ashwin1]--[@pone.0047198-Howard1], subtle expressions of fear [@pone.0047198-Humphreys1], sadness [@pone.0047198-Wallace1], disgust [@pone.0047198-LawSmith1], as well as more complex emotional states [@pone.0047198-Golan1]. In this study, an online version of the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces Test (KDEF Test) was used to measure basic emotion perception. The KDEF Test is a 140-item basic emotion recognition task using stimuli from the KDEF database of photographs of basic emotions [@pone.0047198-Lundqvist1], comprising seven sets of 20 color faces presenting six basic emotions (happy, sad, angry, fear, disgusted, surprised) and a neutral expression, with stimuli presented in random order. Participants were asked to choose one from seven responses to identify the emotion of the face stimuli, by pressing a key from 1--7 on the keyboard, and were instructed to go as quickly and as accurately as possible. Due to potential ceiling effects in accuracy, we opted for reaction time but calculated *accuracy-adjusted reaction time* (aaRT = mean reaction time/accuracy) for each emotion, to take into account performance information on both [@pone.0047198-Sutherland1]. The seven aaRTs were all positively skewed and were therefore log-transformed to approximate a normal distribution. Owing to the presence of a small number of right-tail outliers even in these log-transformed aaRTs, *winsorizing* was further performed as a trial by recoding all outliers to the score that fell on two standard deviations above the mean. \[Note: Outliers (all/extreme) were identified by each group. There were in total 0/0 for happy, 2/0 for sad, 4/3 for angry, 5/1 for fear, 5/1 for disgusted, 6/2 for surprised and 3/0 for neutral faces. There was no individual who was an outlier on all or most emotions. This indicated that the outlier was poor in recognizing particular emotion(s) but not generally slow/inaccurate.\] This procedure, however, did not change any of the outcomes of statistical comparisons so results from the non-winsorized aaRTs will be reported. The outlier aaRT contains information of the emotion recognition ability on a specific emotion but not generally all emotions, reflecting the participant's actual ability on a particular emotion. Winsorizing may reduce the extent of violation to assumptions for parametric tests, but as a consequence the information about particularly poor performance on a specific emotion, which is very informative for group comparisons, may be lost. We therefore report the results from the non-winsorized data. This is also because the F-test is robust to violations to assumptions [@pone.0047198-Glass1].

### Executive function {#s2c2}

*Executive dysfunction* is a (non-specific) feature of ASC [@pone.0047198-Ozonoff1]--[@pone.0047198-Hughes1]. Many aspects of executive function, including *planning*, *set-shifting*, *inhibition*, *generativity* and *self-monitoring*, have been reported as impaired in people with ASC [@pone.0047198-Hill1]. However there is inconsistency associated with experimental designs, IQ and co-occurring conditions such as hyperkinetic disorder or Tourette's syndrome [@pone.0047198-Geurts1]. Relatively consistent findings point to difficulties in planning, set-shifting and inhibition of a prepotent response [@pone.0047198-Hill2].

In the present study we used an online version of the Go/No-Go task to test inhibition and signal detection. Participants were instructed to press the 'left key' ('Q' on the left side of the keyboard) using the left hand when seeing a bold arrow pointing to the left presented on the screen, the 'right key' ('P' on the right side of the keyboard) using the right hand when seeing an arrow pointing to the right, and to not respond when seeing an arrow pointing upward. A total of 300 stimuli (110 left, 110 right, and 80 upward arrows) were presented randomly. Reaction time and responses for all 300 items were recorded. Results were first explored by calculating the classic *commission error* (pressing 'left' or 'right' when the stimuli is upward and should be ignored) and *omission error* (making no response when 'left' or 'right' should be pressed). Due to the highly skewed distribution, these error rates were rank-transformed to approximate a normal distribution prior to analysis. The performance was then re-analyzed within the framework of signal detection theory (SDT) [@pone.0047198-Green1] to estimate two major parameters: *sensitivity* (*d'* = *Z~Hit~* -- *Z~FA~*, where *Z~Hit~* is the corresponding *Z* value in the normal distribution for the probability of *Hit* \[i.e., signal present and the response is 'present'\], and *Z~FA~* is the same for *False Alarm* \[i.e., signal absent but the response is 'present'\]) and *criterion* (*C* = -0.5 × (*Z~Hit~* + *Z~FA~*)). *Sensitivity d'* indicates the participant's ability to discriminate signal from noise, and *criterion C* quantifies how liberal (i.e., *C* \<0) or conservative (i.e., *C* \>0) the response strategy (bias) may be. Both *d'* and *C* were normally distributed so no further transformations were performed.

Two language-related executive functions were assessed. Phonological memory (i.e., working memory in the auditory domain) was tested using the Non-Word Repetition task [@pone.0047198-Gathercole1], consisting of 28 non-words. Participants were asked to listen carefully to a non-word (spoken in a British English accent) and repeat it immediately. Their utterance was audio-recorded and coded by a trained native British researcher using strict criteria: all vowels, consonants and accents in the repeated utterance needed to be exactly the same as the stimulus for the item to be coded as correct. Number of correct items was treated as the outcome measure. Second, the word generativity (F-A-S) task required the participant to produce as many words beginning with the letter 'F' as possible in one minute. Names, tense changes, plurals, derivatives and pronouns were not allowed. The same task was then performed with letters 'A' and 'S'. Total words generated, excluding repetitions and those breaking rules, were treated as the outcome measure.

Motor executive function involving motor coordination, inhibition and planning was partially assessed by the 'assembly' subtask of the Purdue Pegboard Test [@pone.0047198-Tiffin1]; see below for details.

### Perceptual attention to detail {#s2c3}

At the perceptual level, people with ASC have been reported to show a preference for, and superior attention to detail [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen5] on visuospatial tasks [@pone.0047198-Shah1], [@pone.0047198-Jolliffe1]. This islet of superiority has been interpreted as reflecting weak central coherence (WCC) [@pone.0047198-Frith1], [@pone.0047198-Happe1], superior low-level processing in perceptual modalities (i.e., enhanced perceptual function) [@pone.0047198-Mottron1], [@pone.0047198-Mottron2], or superior discrimination (i.e., enhanced discrimination and reduced generalization) [@pone.0047198-Plaisted1], [@pone.0047198-Plaisted2].

Here we used the adult version of the Embedded Figures Test (EFT) [@pone.0047198-Witkin1] to investigate this domain of cognition. Similar to a previous study [@pone.0047198-Jolliffe1], we used 'Form A' which consisted of 12 figures in fixed order plus an additional practice item, each depicting a complex design and a simple shape which was hidden in the complex design. The participant was first shown and asked to study the complex design for no more than 15 seconds, then shown the simple shape (meanwhile the complex design was covered) for no more than 10 seconds. Timing (using a stopwatch) started when the complex design was shown again to the participant (meanwhile the simple shape was covered) and s/he was asked to identify the simple shape with a stylus pen. Time was noted (but not stopped) once the participant said s/he found the simple shape. If the answer was correct, the noted time was recorded. If the answer was incorrect then s/he was asked to find it again, and the final time was recorded when the identification was correct. Participants were given an upper limit of 120 seconds, and failure to find the simple shape within this allotted time was scored as a failure and the response time for the item was recorded as 120 seconds.

Two analysis strategies were employed, accounting for different aspects of the task performance [@pone.0047198-White1]. First, average response time from all 12 items (including both correct and failure items) were used as the outcome measure, in order to account for both accuracy and response time; this has been commonly adopted in previous studies [@pone.0047198-Jolliffe1], [@pone.0047198-Jarrold1]--[@pone.0047198-Ropar1]. Second, to purely assess performance speed on correct items, mean response time for correct items only were taken as the outcome measure; also in the following statistical modeling, accuracy was included as a covariate to reduce the influence of accuracy on response time, as suggested by White & Saldana [@pone.0047198-White1].

### Dexterity {#s2c4}

Although not part of the current diagnostic criteria, motor clumsiness was regarded as a diagnostic feature by Hans Asperger in his seminal report on 'autistic psychopathy' [@pone.0047198-Asperger1]. Various motor anomalies (e.g. gross motor, fine motor, coordination, gait and posture, movement imitation) and dyspraxia have been associated with ASC [@pone.0047198-Jansiewicz1]--[@pone.0047198-Dowell1]. Rigorous meta-analysis also suggests that motor coordination deficits are a pervasive feature of ASC [@pone.0047198-Fournier1]. However there is still a debate as to whether there is intrinsic atypical motor development or if the motor clumsiness reflects executive dysfunction.

Here we explored motor function using the Purdue Pegboard Test [@pone.0047198-Tiffin1], a reliable and well-validated standard test for dexterity, involving both gross movement of arms, hands and fingers and fingertip dexterity. The test consists of four subtests: (i) 'right-hand': the participant is asked to insert small pins into holes on the board for 30 seconds using only their right hand, and the number of pins successfully placed in the holes is scored; (ii) 'left-hand': the same procedure is repeated using the left hand; (iii) 'alternative/both-hands': the same procedure is used but the participant is instructed to pick up and place pins in two rows of holes using both hands alternatively; and (iv) 'assembly': using both hands alternatively, the participant is asked to assemble sequences of pins, collars and washers for 60 seconds, and the number of all items successfully placed in the holes is recorded.

Statistical Analysis {#s2d}
--------------------

All analyses were performed under a two-way factorial analysis of variance framework, with sex and diagnosis as the two fixed factors, each with two levels. Due to potential interdependency among the outcome variables within each domain or outcome measures from the same task, multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was first conducted for each domain or outcome measures from the same task, followed by individual ANCOVA if the overall MANCOVA yielded significant results. The alpha level for MANCOVA was adjusted using the Bonferroni method by the total number of MANCOVA performed (i.e., 0.05/5 = 0.01). The alpha level for the post-hoc ANCOVAs was corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method within each MANCOVA (i.e., 0.05/number of ANCOVAs performed). For each ANCOVA, if significant, four planned comparisons were performed between (i) males with and without ASC, (ii) females with and without ASC, (iii) neurotypical males and females, and (iv) males and females with ASC; alpha level was set at 0.05/4 = 0.0125 by Bonferroni correction.

Age was positively correlated with most of the reaction time measures, and IQ positively correlated with most accuracy measures. Therefore for all analyses age and FIQ were included as covariates. As a supplement, we also performed all tests without covarying age and FIQ, and found that the group difference patterns and the statistical significance remained the same before and after including the covariates. Therefore, results from models covarying with age and FIQ are reported because they more accurately reflect standard practices in the literature [@pone.0047198-Burack1], [@pone.0047198-Miller1]. All statistical analyses were performed with the PASW Statistics version 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). A brief summary of descriptive statistics for raw scores in all cognitive tasks was provided in [Table S1](#pone.0047198.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results {#s3}
=======

Participant Characteristics {#s3a}
---------------------------

All groups (MC: neurotypical control male adults; MA: male adults with ASC; FC: neurotypical control female adults; FA: female adults with ASC) were matched on age and full-scale IQ. For subscales, FC scored higher than MC on verbal IQ and MC scored higher than FA on performance IQ under a non-corrected threshold of *p*\<0.05. As reported earlier [@pone.0047198-Lai1], for ADI-R MA scored marginally higher than FA in the RSB domain but they had the same severity on social reciprocity and communication domains. MA scored significantly higher than FA in ADOS scores even after correction for multiple comparisons. See [Table 1](#pone-0047198-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047198.t001

###### Demographic and behavioral characteristics.

![](pone.0047198.t001){#pone-0047198-t001-1}

                                                    MC (N = 32)                             MA (N = 32)                             FC (N = 32)                            FA (N = 32)                            Statistics[2](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  Age (Years)                                        28.7 (5.9)                              27.0 (7.2)                              27.6 (6.3)                             28.1 (8.2)                                                ns
  Verbal IQ                                         111.0 (12.2)                            112.5 (14.4)                            118.3 (10.1)                           114.5 (15.4)                                      FC\>MC (*p* = .030)
  Performance IQ[3](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}    118.3 (11.5)                            112.2 (15.3)                            116.4 (9.4)                            110.2 (17.0)                                      MC\>FA (*p* = .019)
  Full IQ[3](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}           116.3 (11.8)                            113.7 (15.1)                            119.7 (8.4)                            114.1 (15.5)                                               ns
  ADI-R[4](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                          
  Social                                                 --         18.0 (5.1) [@pone.0047198-Mattila1]--[@pone.0047198-Puleo1]          --          16.9 (4.8) [@pone.0047198-Kim1]--[@pone.0047198-Bloss1]                          ns
  Communication                                          --         15.2 (3.5) [@pone.0047198-Wolff1]--[@pone.0047198-McLennan1]         --         13.6 (4.4) [@pone.0047198-Wolff1]--[@pone.0047198-Gilman1]                        ns
  RSB                                                    --         5.8 (2.5) [@pone.0047198-Attwood1]--[@pone.0047198-Mattila1]         --        4.5 (2.0) [@pone.0047198-Attwood1]--[@pone.0047198-Mattila1]              MA\>FA (*p* = .035)
  ADOS[5](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                           
  S + C                                                  --        8.5 (4.8) [@pone.0047198-Fombonne1]--[@pone.0047198-Pilowsky1]        --                            4.6 (4.4) \[0--19\]                                    MA\>FA (*p*\<.001)
  RSB                                                    --                              1.0 (1.0) \[0--4\]                              --                             0.1 (0.3) \[0--1\]                                    MA\>FA (*p*\<.001)

For ADI-R and ADOS scores.

Independent sample *t*-tests. All *p* values were **not** corrected for multiple comparisons.

Levene's Test for Equality of Variances showed significant non-equal variances, therefore equal variance was not assumed in the statistical tests.

N = 32 for MA, N = 29 for FA.

Distribution of scores significantly deviant from normal, therefore non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests were performed for group comparison of ADOS algorithm scores.

MC = neurotypical control group male adults;

MA = male adults with ASC;

FC = neurotypical control group female adults;

FA = female adults with ASC;

SD = standard deviation; ns = non-significant (*p*\>0.05);

ADI-R = Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised; RSB: repetitive, restrictive and stereotyped behavior; ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; S + C: ADOS 'social interaction + communication' total scores.

Mentalizing and Emotion Perception {#s3b}
----------------------------------

Our first analysis was a MANCOVA with nine outcome measures from the Eyes Test and KDEF Test ([Table 2](#pone-0047198-t002){ref-type="table"}) as dependent variables, sex and diagnosis as fixed factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. There was a significant main effect of diagnosis but not of sex, nor was there a significant interaction. Post-hoc univariate two-way factorial ANCOVAs showed that the main effect of diagnosis was evident for all measures except the log-transformed Eyes Test RT. There was no significant main effect of sex or sex-by-diagnosis interaction on any ANCOVA. See [Table 2](#pone-0047198-t002){ref-type="table"}. This indicated that in general people with ASC were less accurate in advanced mentalizing and slower in identifying all basic facial emotions; see [Figure 1](#pone-0047198-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Post-hoc planned comparisons confirmed the presence of significant simple effects of diagnosis across both sexes for all variables, except non-significance in females for disgusted, surprised and neutral faces (panels F, G, H). Furthermore, there were no sex differences in the neurotypical group.

![Eyes Test and KDEF Test performance.\
These line graphs show the performance on the Eyes Test and KDEF Test for the four groups. The graphs illustrate significant main effects of diagnosis across all outcome measures (A: Eyes Test correct score; B-H: log-transformed aaRT for KDEF Test emotion faces of happy, sad, angry, fear, disgusted, surprised and neutral faces) and a lack of a sex-by-diagnosis interaction. The y-axis plots the mean of standardized residual (i.e., after adjusted for all covariates in the model) ±1 standard error. The x-axis designates diagnostic group with the neurotypical control group on the left and ASC group on the right. Separate lines indicate males and female groups (males, blue; females, red).](pone.0047198.g001){#pone-0047198-g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0047198.t002

###### MANCOVA and post-hoc ANCOVAs for the Eyes Test and the KDEF Test.

![](pone.0047198.t002){#pone-0047198-t002-2}

                    Main effect of Diagnosis   Main effect of Sex   Interaction effect                                                                                      
  ---------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------- --------------- ----------------------- --------- ---------------
                             7.773                   \<.001                .380                  1.315            .237         .094                0.874            .551         .065
  **ANCOVA**         ***F*** **~(1,122)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  Eyes Test                                                                                                                                                                 
  Correct                    30.30                   \<.001                .199                  0.79             .375         .006                0.42             .521         .003
  log(RT)                     3.26                    .074                 .026                  1.52             .221         .012                0.11             .745         .001
  KDEF log(aaRT)                                                                                                                                                            
  Happy                      38.95                   \<.001                .242                  0.72             .398         .006               \<0.01            .986        \<.001
  Sad                        24.51                   \<.001                .167                  1.25             .267         .010                0.02             .882        \<.001
  Angry                      11.43                    .001                 .086                  1.41             .238         .011                0.02             .881        \<.001
  Fear                       24.41                   \<.001                .167                  0.60             .439         .005                0.38             .537         .003
  Disgusted                  15.80                   \<.001                .115                  7.53             .007         .058                3.45             .066         .028
  Surprised                  17.19                   \<.001                .123                  1.76             .187         .014                2.18             .142         .018
  Neutral                    14.27                   \<.001                .105                  0.06             .814        \<.001               2.23             .138         .018

*V*: Pillai's Trace *V*;

*η~p~^2^*: effect size partial eta-squared.

To further explore if any particular emotion was specifically difficult for people with ASC, a mixed-model factorial ANCOVA was performed treating emotion as the within-subject factor (with seven levels), sex and diagnosis as the between-subject factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. Results showed a significant emotion-by-diagnosis interaction (*F* ~(3.149,\ 384.133)~ = 3.854, *p* = 0.009; *df* was corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity due to a significant violation of the assumption of sphericity, Mauchly's test *p*\<0.001), but no emotion-by-sex or emotion-by-sex-by-diagnosis interactions. Contrasts revealed that people with ASC were particularly slower than controls in identifying fear compared to all other emotions: happy (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 7.341, *p* = 0.008), sad (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 8.468, *p* = 0.004), angry (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 7.988, *p* = 0.006), disgusted (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 7.638, *p* = 0.007), surprised (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 3.609, *p* = 0.06), and neutral (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 6.826, *p* = 0.01) faces; see [Figure 2](#pone-0047198-g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![KDEF Test emotion-by-diagnosis interaction.\
Panel A shows the raw reaction times across all seven emotion faces for the neurotypical control group (left graph) and the ASC group (right graph). For both groups, fear (4th bars) required the longest time to identify, and happy (1st bars) the shortest. Error bars indicate (within-group) standard error of the mean. Panel B indicates that the ASC groups (purple line) required an even longer time than the control groups (green) to identify fear compared to all other emotion faces. There was no sex difference in this emotion-by-diagnosis interaction, so males and females are illustrated together.](pone.0047198.g002){#pone-0047198-g002}

Executive Function {#s3c}
------------------

The Go/No-Go data for one male ASC participant was not recorded due to website failure, so there were only 31 male participants included in this analysis. We first performed an exploratory analysis on the conventional outcome measures of commission and omission errors. A MANCOVA treated the two rank-transformed error rates as dependent variables, sex and diagnosis as fixed factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. There was a significant main effect of diagnosis but not of sex, nor a significant interaction. Post-hoc univariate two-way factorial ANCOVAs showed that the main effect of diagnosis (i.e., people with ASC had more errors) was evident for both measures. There was no significant main effect of sex or sex-by-diagnosis interaction on either ANCOVA. See [Table 3](#pone-0047198-t003){ref-type="table"}. Post-hoc planned comparisons showed that the simple effect of diagnosis was significant across sexes for omission error (in males *p* = 0.001, in females *p* = 0.010), but not for commission error in either sex (in males *p* = 0.022, in females *p* = 0.235). See [Figure 3](#pone-0047198-g003){ref-type="fig"}, panels A and B.

![Go/No-Go task performance.\
The line graphs illustrate the main effect of diagnosis across outcome variables (A, B: rank-transformed commission and omission errors, the higher the more error; C: log-transformed RT for 'go' response; D: sensitivity *d'* derived from SDT). There were no sex-by-diagnosis interactions. Convention of the graphs is the same as that in [Figure 1](#pone-0047198-g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0047198.g003){#pone-0047198-g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0047198.t003

###### MANCOVAs and post-hoc ANCOVAs for the executive function tasks.

![](pone.0047198.t003){#pone-0047198-t003-3}

                                          Main effect of Diagnosis   Main effect of Sex   Interaction effect                                                                                      
  -------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------- --------------- ----------------------- --------- ---------------
  Go/No-Go rank-transformederror rates             9.490                   \<.001                .137                  1.749            .178         .028                0.173            .842         .003
  **ANCOVA**                               ***F*** **~(1,121)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,121)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,121)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  Commission                                        6.51                    .012                 .051                  0.25             .621         .002                0.34             .564         .003
  Omission                                         17.25                   \<.001                .125                  3.52             .063         .028                0.08             .779         .001
  **MANCOVA**                              ***F*** **~(3,119)~**          ***p***              ***V***         ***F*** **~(3,119)~**   ***p***      ***V***      ***F*** **~(3,119)~**   ***p***      ***V***
  Go/No-Go re-analysis                             7.688                   \<.001                .162                  0.221            .881         .006                1.476            .225         .036
  **ANCOVA**                               ***F*** **~(1,121)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,121)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,121)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  log(RT) for 'Go' responses                        7.33                    .008                 .057                  0.14             .707         .001                3.41             .067         .027
  SDT *d'*                                         12.75                    .001                 .095                  0.31             .581         .003                0.06             .813        \<.001
  SDT *C*                                           0.84                    .360                 .007                  0.16             .695         .001                0.28             .600         .002
  **MANCOVA**                              ***F*** **~(2,121)~**          ***p***              ***V***         ***F*** **~(2,121)~**   ***p***      ***V***      ***F*** **~(2,121)~**   ***p***      ***V***
  Language related tasks                           0.681                    .508                 .011                  4.337            .015         .067                0.767            .467         .013
  **ANCOVA**                               ***F*** **~(1,122)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  F-A-S                                             0.19                    .668                 .002                  6.51             .012         .051                1.17             .282         .009
  NWR                                               1.29                    .258                 .010                  1.35             .248         .011                0.23             .635         .002

Data were re-analyzed with measures derived from SDT. A MANCOVA treated the log-transformed mean RT for all 'go' trials, sensitivity *d*' and criterion *C* as dependent variables, sex and diagnosis as fixed factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. Echoing the exploratory analysis, there was a significant main effect of diagnosis but not of sex, nor was there a significant interaction. Post-hoc ANCOVAs showed that the main effect of diagnosis were only evident for log-transformed mean RT for 'go' responses and *d*', but not for *C*. There was no significant main effect of sex or sex-by-diagnosis interaction on any ANCOVA. See [Table 3](#pone-0047198-t003){ref-type="table"}. This indicated that in general people with ASC were slower in response to stimuli and less sensitive in discriminating signal from noise, yet their response style/bias was similar to controls. Post-hoc comparisons showed that the simple effect of diagnosis was significant in males but not in females for 'go' RT (in males *p* = 0.001, in females *p* = 0.458) and *d*' (in males *p* = 0.001, in females *p* = 0.053); note that the sex difference of these diagnostic differences did not reach a significant sex-by-diagnosis interaction. See [Figure 3](#pone-0047198-g003){ref-type="fig"}, panels C and D.

Another MANCOVA was conducted for the language-related executive functions, treating Non-Word Repetition (NWR) and word generativity (F-A-S) task scores as the dependent variables, sex and diagnosis the fixed factors, and age and FIQ the covariates. There was a marginal significant main effect of sex but not of diagnosis, nor was there a significant interaction. Post-hoc ANCOVAs showed that the main effect of sex was only evident for F-A-S (males better than females) but not for NWR scores, and confirmed no main effect of diagnosis or interaction effect in either of them. See [Table 3](#pone-0047198-t003){ref-type="table"}.

Perceptual Attention to Detail {#s3d}
------------------------------

An ANCOVA was performed for the *mean RT for all items* in EFT, with sex and diagnosis as fixed factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. We noted significant main effects of sex and diagnosis, and a marginal interaction. FIQ explained most of the variance in the model (*F* ~(1,122)~ = 137.400, *p*\<0.001, *η~p~^2^* = 0.530). Planned comparisons indicated that adult males with ASC performed worse than typical males (*p* = 0.001), which was not the case between the female groups (*p* = 0.828). Sex differences were observed in the control groups (*p*\<0.001) but not in the ASC groups (*p* = 0.046). See [Table 4](#pone-0047198-t004){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#pone-0047198-g004){ref-type="fig"}, panel A. Similar to what was found in a previous study [@pone.0047198-White1], this all-item mean RT was highly correlated with accuracy (Spearman's *ρ* = -0.93, *p*\<0.001) so should be viewed as mainly reflecting information about accuracy, which itself was distributed far from normality and could not be analyzed adequately within the current framework.

![EFT and Purdue Pegboard Test assembly performances.\
Both EFT RT for all items (reflecting mainly accuracy, panel A) and assembly subtest score in the Purdue Pegboard Test (panel C) showed a significant interaction between sex and diagnosis. Males with ASC on average performed worse than neurotypical males, but females with ASC performed equally well as neurotypical females. EFT RT for correct items (reflecting purely processing speed, panel B) showed only a main effect of sex that overall females were on average slower than males. Convention of the graphs is the same as that in [Figure 1](#pone-0047198-g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0047198.g004){#pone-0047198-g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0047198.t004

###### ANCOVAs for EFT scores.

![](pone.0047198.t004){#pone-0047198-t004-4}

                                Main effect of Diagnosis   Main effect of Sex   Interaction effect                                                                                      
  ---------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------- --------------- ----------------------- --------- ---------------
  Mean RT for all items                   5.54                    .020                 .043                  22.94           \<.001        .158                3.70             .057         .029
  **ANCOVA**                     ***F*** **~(1,118)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,118)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,118)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  Mean RT for correct  items              1.15                    .286                 .010                  4.06             .046         .033                0.01             .927        \<.001

To explore performance speed, a second ANCOVA was conducted for the *mean RT for correct items* only, with the same fixed factors and covariates but included accuracy (log-transformation of the reflected accuracy, i.e., subtracted from 2, to approximate normality) as an additional covariate to reduce the influence of different accuracy on performance speed [@pone.0047198-White1]. Two males and one female with ASC were excluded because they failed all 12 items. We found a significant main effect of sex but not for diagnosis; there was no significant interaction. FIQ still explained most of the variance in the model (*F* ~(1,118)~ = 16.992, *p*\<0.001, *η~p~^2^* = 0.126). Post-hoc comparisons showed non-significant sex differences in both typical control (*p* = 0.181) and ASC groups (*p* = 0.171). See [Table 4](#pone-0047198-t004){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#pone-0047198-g004){ref-type="fig"}, panel B.

Motor Function {#s3e}
--------------

A MANCOVA treated the four outcome measures of the Purdue Pegboard Test (i.e., 'right-hand', 'left-hand', 'alternative/both-hands' and 'assembly' scores) as dependent variables, sex and diagnosis as fixed factors, and age and FIQ as covariates. There were significant main effects of sex, diagnosis, and a sex-by-diagnosis interaction. Post-hoc ANCOVAs indicated that the significance was driven by the assembly score with significant effects of sex, diagnosis, and an interaction; none of these were significant for the other three measures. See [Table 5](#pone-0047198-t005){ref-type="table"}. Planned comparisons indicated that for the assembly subtest, males with ASC performed worse than typical males (*p*\<0.001), which was not the case between the female groups (*p* = 0.200). A sex difference was observed in both the control (*p*\<0.001) and ASC groups (*p*\<0.001). See [Figure 4](#pone-0047198-g004){ref-type="fig"}, panel C.

10.1371/journal.pone.0047198.t005

###### MANCOVA and post-hoc ANCOVAs for Purdue Pegboard Test scores.

![](pone.0047198.t005){#pone-0047198-t005-5}

                Main effect of Diagnosis   Main effect of Sex   Interaction effect                                                                                      
  ------------ -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------- --------------- ----------------------- --------- ---------------
                         8.280                   \<.001                .218                 25.229           \<.001        .459                6.178           \<.001        .172
  **ANCOVA**     ***F*** **~(1,122)~**          ***p***           ***η~p~^2^***      ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***   ***F*** **~(1,122)~**   ***p***   ***η~p~^2^***
  Right-hand              6.31                    .013                 .049                  0.24             .628         .002                0.09             .770         .001
  Left-hand               5.03                    .027                 .040                  0.94             .333         .008                0.02             .902        \<.001
  Both-hands              0.28                    .599                 .002                  5.24             .024         .041                1.79             .184         .014
  Assembly               18.02                   \<.001                .129                  70.82           \<.001        .367                9.90             .002         .075

We further repeated the ANCOVA on the assembly score by additionally entering either the right-hand or left-hand subtest scores as a covariate to control for basic motor-speed difference. These did not change the pattern of group differences and statistical significance.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Previously, we demonstrated behavioral sex differences between males and females with ASC, all of whom were high-functioning adults, showing that females displayed fewer autistic behaviors during interpersonal interaction, but nevertheless reported more autistic traits and sensory issues [@pone.0047198-Lai1]. The current study further demonstrates that ASC varies with sex in some non-social cognitive domains, although not in relation to the core social cognitive difficulties.

Sex-by-diagnosis Interactions are Domain-dependent {#s4a}
--------------------------------------------------

### Mentalizing and emotion perception {#s4a1}

Regardless of sex, adults with ASC showed impaired mentalizing and basic facial emotion recognition abilities relative to neurotypical adults. This is not surprising given this cognitive domain critically underlies the socio-communication difficulties by which ASC is defined [@pone.0047198-AmericanPsychiatric1], [@pone.0047198-AmericanPsychiatric2]. In contrast, we found a striking sex difference in current interactive behaviors on the ADOS, with milder interpersonal autistic features in women with ASC compared to men with ASC [@pone.0047198-Lai1]. These results strengthen the arguments for superficial camouflaging of social-communication difficulties in females with ASC [@pone.0047198-Attwood1], [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen1], [@pone.0047198-Lai1], [@pone.0047198-Attwood2].

The deficit in advanced mentalizing in adults with ASC replicates previous studies [@pone.0047198-Losh1], [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen4], [@pone.0047198-Golan1], [@pone.0047198-Lombardo3]. For basic emotion recognition, they also showed difficulty in recognizing emotion faces across *all* basic emotions. This is in contrast with previous studies that either found impairments on negative but not positive emotions [@pone.0047198-Ashwin1]--[@pone.0047198-LawSmith1], or reported comparable behavioral performance on basic facial emotion recognition in adolescents and adults with ASC [@pone.0047198-Jones1]--[@pone.0047198-Rutherford1]. At least two other reasons could potentially contribute to this observed difficulty, beyond basic emotion recognition ability *per se*: a generally slower stimulus-reaction response, and/or difficulties in processing faces. We did not have a measure of simple reaction time on a neutral stimulus-response task. However, we did measure the 'go' RT in the Go/No-Go task, which indicated stimulus-reaction response in a simple non-social task. Here we found that people with ASC performed slower, and this 'go' RT was moderately correlated with all KDEF Test RTs. As an additional test, we corrected each emotion RT according to the 'go' RT for individual participants (i.e., dividing each emotion RT by the individual's 'go' RT), and the pattern of group differences remained the same, with a significant main effect of diagnosis across all emotions (happy: *p*\<0.001, sad: *p* = 0.001, angry: *p* = 0.014, fear: *p*\<0.001, disgusted: *p* = 0.004, surprised: *p* = 0.001, neutral: *p* = 0.009). This additional test suggests that, even after controlling for generally slower stimulus-reaction response, adults with ASC are still slower in recognizing all basic emotion faces relative to neurotypical adults. Thus, rather than inferring that individuals with ASC are generally slower irrespective of task, the fact that these deficits remain even after accounting for general 'slowness' argues for some specificity in deficits within the KDEF test.

To what extent this impairment may be accounted for by difficulties in face processing *per se* is unclear. Such an influence may exist given earlier reports of face processing difficulties in people with ASC [@pone.0047198-Golarai1]--[@pone.0047198-Weigelt1]. However, a recent report also shows independent facial identity vs. facial emotion processing in children with ASC [@pone.0047198-Krebs1]. Whether atypical facial emotion processing in ASC is primary or secondary to other social deficits in ASC (e.g. face processing difficulties, low interest/motivation in social interaction, and/or reduced scanning of other's eyes) requires more investigation [@pone.0047198-Harms1].

We also found that adults with ASC (both males and females) were particularly impaired in identifying fear, compared to other emotion faces. This is partially in line with previous reports on the difficulty in processing fear for people with ASC [@pone.0047198-Ashwin1]--[@pone.0047198-Humphreys1], and may implicate atypical amygdala function [@pone.0047198-BaronCohen6]--[@pone.0047198-Adolphs1]. Another explanation for specific difficulties with fear may be due to a lack of attention to the eye region of the face. Prior work by Adolphs and colleagues [@pone.0047198-Adolphs1] showed that bilateral amygdala lesions prevent recognition of fear in faces due to a lack of attention to the eyes. When attention is re-focused to the eyes, fear recognition returns to normal levels. Thus, given individuals with ASC tend to look less at the eyes [@pone.0047198-Klin1], the deficit observed here for fear may reflect a lack of attention to the most salient feature of a fear face (the eyes).

### Executive function {#s4a2}

Within the domain of executive function we examined simple response inhibition, phonological memory, generativity and motor coordination/sequencing. Phonological memory and (word) generativity were not impaired in ASC. However, we found reduced sensitivity to signal detection (which is also reflected in more omission errors) in both sexes with ASC (the impairment being slightly smaller in females). We also found a slight impairment in simple response inhibition (reflected in commission errors) in ASC. In addition, on the dexterity subtest of assembly (which requires motor coordination, inhibition and planning on top of basic motor speed) there was a significant sex-by-diagnosis interaction: males with ASC were impaired relative to typical males, whilst females with or without ASC performed equally well. This difference is hard to account for purely in terms of gross or fine motor deficits, since a diagnostic group difference was not observed on any of the other simple dexterity subtests. Additionally, after controlling for basic motor speed, the group difference pattern on the assembly subtest remained the same.

In sum, we replicated earlier reports that, in ASC, phonological working memory and word generativity are intact [@pone.0047198-Boucher1], [@pone.0047198-Hill1], [@pone.0047198-Hill2], but found deficits in both sexes within ASC in simple response inhibition and in sensitivity to signals (less evident in females). Most interestingly, we found a strong sex-by-diagnosis interaction on the dexterity subtest involving motor executive function. This has implications that should be tested in the future: this might predict greater levels of dyspraxia in males with ASC, relative to females. Indeed, in a large sample of children and adolescents, females with ASC have been found to have less fine motor impairment [@pone.0047198-Mandy1].

Sex differences within ASC in executive function have been reported in children and adolescents [@pone.0047198-Nyden1]--[@pone.0047198-Lemon1]. Although performance across ages is difficult to compare due to developmental change, the message from the present and earlier reports is that sex differences within ASC exist in certain aspects of executive functions. The lower sensitivity to signal detection, alongside comparable response strategies in ASC, is of additional interest. This observation is solely based on the Go/No-Go task. Whether this lower signal sensitivity extends to other sub-domains of executive function or other cognitive domains will be important to establish.

Finally, our participants with ASC performed similarly to neurotypical adults on two language-related executive functions: phonological working memory and word generativity. The former has been reported to be impaired in adolescents with ASC with concurrent language impairment [@pone.0047198-Loucas1], but the latter is inconsistent in ASC [@pone.0047198-Hill1], [@pone.0047198-Turner1]. Our null finding is most likely to be attributable to sample characteristics - they were all high-functioning adults *without* current language impairments, so executive functions subserving language processing were likely to be unimpaired. This again reflects the considerable heterogeneity within ASC.

### Perceptual attention to detail {#s4a3}

Previous reports of EFT performance in ASC are inconsistent [@pone.0047198-White1]. This may be due to different methodological and analytical strategies, as well as heterogeneity in central coherence within ASC [@pone.0047198-White1]. On both outcome measures, i.e., mean RT for all items (reflecting mainly accuracy) and mean RT for correct items adjusted by accuracy (reflecting mainly processing speed), we replicated the typical male advantage [@pone.0047198-Voyer1]. Furthermore in the ASC group, the trend level significance (*p*\<0.046) of male advantage on mean RT for all items corresponds to previous reports of better performance in males than females with ASC on the Block Design task in children [@pone.0047198-Koyama1] and adolescents [@pone.0047198-Bolte1]. On the other hand, we did not replicate the ASC superiority (over neurotypical controls) noted by some early studies [@pone.0047198-Shah1], [@pone.0047198-Jolliffe1]. The results instead are in line with a well-powered study in children showing no such superiority on EFT performance [@pone.0047198-White1].

Regarding RT for all items, males with ASC performed worse than typical males, but females with and without ASC performed comparably. This sex difference within ASC in EFT accuracy suggests that performance in visuospatial attention to detail may characterize men with ASC, but not women with ASC. The lack of superiority (or even worse performance) in ASC also challenges a prediction from the WCC theory. However, whether EFT really disentangles global from local processing is unclear, so interpretations should be made cautiously [@pone.0047198-White1].

### Motor function {#s4a4}

In contrast to previous findings [@pone.0047198-Fournier1] we failed to find diagnostic group differences in general motor clumsiness on simple dexterity subtests (i.e., right-hand, left-hand and alternative/both-hands scores on the Purdue Pegboard Test). This is likely to be due to the fact that we recruited high-functioning adults and hardly any of them had a history of motor delay. Neurological comorbidities, including motor clumsiness, are usually associated with the more severe behavioral phenotype in ASC and lower IQ [@pone.0047198-Hilton1], [@pone.0047198-Jeste1]. Hence it is plausible that these high-functioning adults do not have basic motor impairments.

However, we did find a sex-by-diagnosis interaction on the assembly subtest, which involves a certain degree of motor coordination, planning and inhibition, in addition to basic motor skills. Poor performance in assembly but not other simpler subtests may thus reflect motor executive dysfunction. This was only found in males, but not females, with ASC. This warrants a detailed investigation of how the sex-specificity of motor executive dysfunction arises.

We did not find a female advantage on the assembly subtest in typical controls, in contrast to some previous reports [@pone.0047198-Nicholson1], even when controlling for basic motor speed (reflected by right-hand or left-hand scores). This may be due to different sample characteristics (e.g., no laborer volunteers participated in the present study).

Cross-domain Summary {#s4b}
--------------------

Each cognitive domain was investigated by a small number of tasks, hence a cross-domain summary must be preliminary. The results nevertheless provide initial evidence that both cognitive similarities and differences between the sexes exist in adults with ASC and with average or above-average IQ. Males and females who have comparable childhood autistic symptoms currently show similar cognitive deficits in social domains, but are different in certain non-social domains.

Regarding difficulties in social cognition, the hallmark of ASC, males and females share the same level of deficit. This may be interpreted within the context that males and females with ASC are currently diagnosed using the same behavioral criteria, and one major component of it (social-communication difficulties) is closely tied to social cognition. On the other hand, in cognitive domains not directly related to diagnosing ASC, the pattern appears different. For visuospatial attention to detail and certain aspects of executive function, when there is a diagnostic group difference in performance, it is usually accompanied by a disordinal sex-by-diagnosis interaction: the effect of the diagnosis is seen in males but not in females. These interactions mostly occur when there is a sex difference (males outperforming females) in the neurotypical groups, implying that ASC may have more detrimental effects on males on domains in which they typically show superiority.

This is in contrast to the long-held view, mainly derived from observations of lower-functioning children, that females with ASC are more cognitively impaired than their male counterparts [@pone.0047198-Tsai1], [@pone.0047198-Lord3]--[@pone.0047198-Wing2]. According to this view, the present study should have shown greater impairment in females than in males. One reason for the new observation here that males with ASC are more impaired may be due to the fact that we studied high-functioning adults. In our view, the long-held view of females being more severely affected should not be taken as definite because the sex-differential influences of ASC may be substantially affected by other factors, particularly intellectual ability and age. This heterogeneity regarding how sex and ASC diagnosis interact warrants large-sample studies that include a wider range of IQ and age and equal-sized males and females.

In sum, we observed that for high-functioning adults, the expression of ASC is modulated by sex particularly for non-social cognition, which echoes recent reports showing sex differences within ASC in executive function and visuospatial processing in children and adolescents [@pone.0047198-Nyden1]--[@pone.0047198-Lemon1]. These results have implications both for informing our understanding of mechanisms, and for clinical practice. Mechanistically, it sheds light on how ASC develops and manifests differentially by sex. Clinically, it suggests that sex-specific cognitive assessments may be useful. For instance, social-cognitive tasks may be helpful in identifying ASC-related difficulties for both sexes. However, when interpreting results from executive function and visuospatial processing tasks, sex-specificity should be taken into account. Our findings also suggest that higher-level motor function should be regularly assessed for people with high-functioning ASC. The other clinical implication is that we may need both sex-general and sex-specific intervention strategies. For example, social-cognitive enhancement may be helpful for both sexes, yet for males remediation for the non-social domains may be particularly important.

Limitations and Future Directions {#s4c}
---------------------------------

The findings have several limitations. First, we only tested adults with ASC who did not have intellectual disability or other common comorbidities (e.g. epilepsy, hyperkinetic disorder). Whether (and how) these co-occurring conditions may further modulate cognition in ASC differentially for males and females is unknown. Therefore the findings may not generalize to other subgroups with ASC. Secondly, not all cognitive domains key to ASC in adults were examined in detail. For example, we did not assess advanced language function, particularly semantics and pragmatics, which are likely to be atypical in high-functioning adults with ASC; certain sub-domains of executive function commonly reported to be impaired in ASC (i.e., set-shifting and planning) were also not specifically examined. A Navon task [@pone.0047198-Plaisted3] may have been more sensitive to global-local attention bias than the EFT, and the spontaneous ToM [@pone.0047198-Senju1] and moral judgment ToM tasks [@pone.0047198-Moran1] inform different aspects of mentalizing in high-functioning adults. Thirdly, to fully address the relationship between sex and ASC it is best to have tasks showing the largest effect sizes for typical sex differences, such as those measuring visuospatial abilities of targeting, mental rotation, and aggression [@pone.0047198-Voyer1], [@pone.0047198-Hines1]. Future larger-scale research should utilize a more comprehensive battery to pinpoint the fine-grained sex differences in various cognitive domains. Fourthly, the distribution of age varies substantially in our study. Although the influence of age on cognitive performances should have been well controlled by age-matching across groups and by including age as a covariate, we did not examine potential age-by-sex, age-by-diagnosis, or age-by-sex-by-diagnosis interactions. These types of nested interactions between age and the factors of interest would require investigation in much larger cohorts. Lastly, due to the limited sample size per group, there is the potential that we had limited power to detect small effect sizes in the sex-by-diagnosis interactions and these smaller effects may be deemed important in further studies with increases in sample size. Therefore, the null findings should be interpreted with caution and should not be considered unequivocal proof of a lack of sex difference regarding how cognitive characteristics are affected by ASC.
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